“TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUE OF MAKING AIRAG IN KHOKHUUR AND ITS ASSOCIATED CUSTOMS”

DESCRIPTION
Airag (mare’s fermented milk), is the one of the national pride of Mongolians, especially the nomadic herders, who are the main bearers and practitioners of this ICH element. Airag -mildly alcoholic white beverage is the unique drink derived from traditional technique and knowledge that inherited from ancient time to the different ethnic groups of Mongol nation and being used and served as a main and holy drink during various fests and in making offerings and ritual blessings.

It could be considered that the entire Mongolian nation is concerned with this tradition but main bearers and practitioners of this element now are Khalkha Mongol herders who mostly live in the central part of Mongolia. These nomadic people are the true custodians of the traditional knowledge and skills regarding the unique technique of making fermented mare’s milk - Airag in Khokhuur (cowhide vessel or bag) and also making the khokhuur. Those families who bear the traditional knowledge and skills of khokhuur making also concern with this group of people. A variety of socio-cultural entities such as local communities and co-operations of herders, airag makers, horse trainers, associations of long song singers, Morin khuur (horse-head fiddle) players, schools and others also are involved in and support airag making and transmit this national tradition.

Mongolians make the Airag in summer and autumn seasons. Airag is being one of the main food product of Mongolians in summer time, and besides this it is being used as treatment product. Foaming tasty airag has a unique dietician value and is an important part of daily diet of Mongolians. It is nutritious and easily digestible beverage which contains different proteins, fat, minerals, A, C and some B vitamins and a sufficient amount of amino acids essential for human body. In addition, scientific studies reveal that it is very effective for curing various diseases such as tuberculosis, neuritis, anemia, arteriosclerosis and the decrease of gastric acid secretion and etc. Therefore, this medical beverage is today included in the menus of the numerous health resorts of the country. The first Airag treatment hospitals and nursing places were opened in Mongolian in 1946.

Mare’s airag is a symbol of happiness because Mongolians consider the white color as sacred. Mare’s airag plays an essential role as symbolic beverage in the everyday life of herders as well as during the various social celebrations. Airag is broadly used in making offerings for sacred mountains and sites, and in airag libation rituals to honor the heaven and earth. There is a nice and famous custom of sharing airag during such social events. This custom boosts a cohesion among members of society and represents an important symbol of national solidarity.

Traditional technique of making Airag in Khokhuur and its associated customs

Mare’s Airag is the fermented beverage from mare’s milk. This ICH element includes a traditional method of making mare’s airag, its related equipment and objects such as khokhuur (cowhide vessel or bag), buluur (churning paddle) and khovoo (kibble), and associated therewith social customs and rituals.

The milking season for horses traditionally runs from mid June to early October. Daily milk yield of mares varies from 3 to 6 liters.

The basic traditional technique of making mare’s airag consists of milking mares and cooling freshly milked milk, and repeatedly churning milk in a khokhuur with starter left inside to assist its fermentation. The liquid must be churned 5000 and more times to make good fermented blend of airag. Mare’s milk undergoes fermentation by lacticocilli and lactic acid streptococci, producing ethanol, lactic acids and carbon dioxide. The airag - mildly alcoholic white beverage emits a delicious smell and its pleasant taste can make your mouth watery.

For making the khokhuur, first, the cowhide is soaked and hide’s filament is removed, then it is dehydrated in the wind and fumigated. In such process, the cowhide turns to a white flexible leather. The khokhuur is made from this leather and consists of mouth (orifice) neck, corner, body and cords. The buluur is long-handled wooden paddle which is used for churning airag in khokhuur and furnished with bored blade of board at the end. Khokhuur can hold 40 to 100 liters of airag.

Airag is used and served as a main and holy drink during various feasts and in making offerings and ritual blessings.

Mongolians have a strong connection with their horses, and this tradition is observed from the traditional technique of making Airag in Khokhuur and its associated customs. Airag is one of the respecting and welcoming expressions to the guests. Therefore, Mongolian people often say as “If there is no horse, it means there is no Airag, and if there is no Airag, it means there is no joy”.

Geographical distribution
Airag is most common beverage in Mongolia, and made in territory of Saikhan, Mogod, Bayan-Agt soums of Bulgan province, Kharkhir, Khashaat, Khotont soums of Arkhangai province, Erdenedalai soum of Dundgov province, Burd, Bayan-Ondor soums of Ovorkhangai province, Bayan-Oojjuul soum of Tov province.

The other beverages similar to Airag can be found from Khalimag (Kalmyks same origin with Mongols), and Kazakh, Kyrgyz and Autonomous Bashkir as well.

Viability
According to the A/411th order by the Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism on February 8th of 2013, total 96 ICH elements were registered on the National Lists, including 80 elements on the National Representative List of ICH, and 16 elements on the National List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding (the copies of the Minister's Order and List are appended in the link http://www.monheritage.mn/mn/Intangible/ElementList.aspx ). Traditional technique of Airag - making in khokhuur and its associated customs is enlisted in 3.1.4 of the "National Representative List of ICH". Additionally, following ICH elements in relation to "Traditional technique of Airag - making in khokhuur and its associated customs" were registered on the "National Representative List of ICH".

III. Social Practices, Rituals and Festive Events

Mare milking ceremony,
Foal weaning ceremony,
Foal branding ceremony,

Costumes associated with traditional beverages, including mare milk,

IV. Traditional Techniques, Knowledge and Practices Concerning Nature and the Universe

Traditional technique of producing skin and hide

V. Traditional Craftsmanship:

Traditional skin and hide craft

Additionally, it is indicated as follows on the "Law on the Protection of Cultural Heritage" revised in May 15th of 2014, as "the State Administration in charge of Cultural Matters will organize the Grand Festival of Intangible Cultural Heritage once in every 3 years, for the purposes to safeguard, promote and disseminate the intangible cultural heritage, as well as to identify, honor and develop the talent of its practitioners.

The "National Folk-Art Festival" used to be organized every 5 years, has changed its name as the "Grand Festival of Folk Art" since 1991, and dedicated for performance of only folk performing arts. This festival has organized in 1991, 1996 and 2001 throughout the country, and new genre "traditional craftsmanship" has included in the competitions since 2011. Indeed, this craftsmanship competition has made changes and gave opportunity to the practitioners of making Khotkhuur to participate in this festival.

Taken measures for safeguarding of Airag making technique and its associated customs

The "Airag fest" in Khoton soum of Ovorkhangai province is one of the favourite festivals of the khokhuur making masters, herders who are proud of the taste of Airag, and people who love to drink best of best Airag.

Since 2017, the "Airag fest" is being organized in Ulaanbaatar a capital city of Mongolia, within the frame of the celebration of "Naadam, Mongolian traditional festival" (inscribed on the UNESCO’s Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity in 2010) and this fest is received an appreciation from practitioners of this heritage element, and people who love to drink Airag. Indeed, this fest during the Naadam festival is being a platform to promote this heritage element, its specificity, significance and associated customs throughout the country to people.

As a result of these activities, public houses and restraintss which are able to serve for 4 seasons of the year with Airag in khokhuur were opened in collaboration with practitioners and bearers of this heritage element in Ulaanbaatar city, for giving a knowledge to the youth of Ulaanbaatar city, who grow up far from the nomadic culture, especially from the knowledge and customs associated with making of Airag in khokhuur and other traditional dairy products. Indeed, this is a new way of safeguarding and promoting this heritage element, and brought it to new level of sustainable development of this heritage element and other heritage elements.

The Governing Administration of Burd soum of Ovorkhangai province has organized the "Festival of Thousand Horses" since 2012. Several contest competitions are being organized within this fest, for instance; catching the horse with lasso, drinking of Airag, best Airag, milking bucket, and ambling of the horse.

The Local Administration of the Mogod soum of Bulgan province have involved its practitioners and bearers of Airag in the events and fairs, such as "Autumn Green Days", "Healthy foods", "Trade fair of Khangai region", and have received certificates and prizes, such as "Best Local Brand Product", "Best product in Khangai region".

Example of activities carried out recently by governmental organizations, NGOs and communities.

UNESCO accredited NGO in Mongolia – Foundation for the protection of cultural and natural heritage implemented several projects in close cooperation with National Center for Cultural Heritage and NGOs and communities associated with Airag making traditions and practices.

Project titled: "Reviving and promoting traditional technique of making Airag in Khokhuur"

In 2014 the Foundation invited the community-based organization "Airag Tour" to cooperate for initiating and implementing very important and urgent Project: "Reviving and promoting traditional technique of making Airag in khokhuur and its associated customs".
This project aimed to revive very important traditional technique of fermenting Airag (fermented mare's milk) in khokhuur, the cowhide vessel (sack) and also special method of making khokhuur in which traditionally mare's milk was fermented a to make Airag.

Airag, for Mongolians, is a beverage like wine for the viticulturist as a great care and pride. This intangible cultural heritage includes the traditional method of making Airag, its related equipment and objects such as khokhuur, buluur (churning paddle) and khovoo (kibble), and associated therewith social customs, celebrations, rituals and folk games.

Mare's airag fermented in cowhide vessel (khokhuur) as traditionally, has a unique dietetic value. It is nutritious and easily digestible and aromatic white drink. Airag contains different proteins, fat, minerals, A, C and some B vitamins and a sufficient amount of amino acids essential for human body. Airag gives strength and cheerfulness and helps to improve the living body metabolisms. Foaming tasty airag is an important part of daily summer diet of Mongolians.

In addition, airag has scientifically been proven to be of therapeutic benefit. Studies reveal mare's airag is very effective for curing various diseases such as tuberculosis, neurosis, anemia, arteriosclerosis and the decrease of gastric acid secretion and etc. Therefore, today this medical beverage is included in the menus of the numerous health resorts of the country.

Breathing in the scent of the sparkling Airag and diving into its sensuality people learn something more than just a taste. They are penetrated by nomadic people's culture, customs and philosophy. Airag is used and served as a main and holy drink during various feasts and in making offerings and ritual blessings. It is broadly used in making offerings for sacred mountains and sites, and in airag libation rituals to honor the heaven and earth. There is an exciting and popular custom of sharing airag during such social events. This custom boost cohesion among members of society and represents an important symbol of solidarity, identity and hospitality.
Unfortunately, during last half century, number of families and practitioners who used the khokhuur for fermenting Airag, has been dramatically decreased and along with this almost has been forgotten the traditional method of making and using the khokhuur even in core areas of Airag. The main reason of this is that for making Airag the people started to massively use a plastic vessel instead of traditional khokhuur. This has resulted in considerably decreasing very specific good quality of Airag and having lost its valuable characteristics and nice taste. Airag fermented in khokhuur always remains fresh compared to the Airag fermented in a plastic vessel.

Such phenomenon adversely affects the quality nutrition and taste of Airag, as well as, consequently decreases main source of cash and barter income of Airag making communities and sustainable subsistent livelihood.

Therefore, it was raised an urgent need to revive and bring back this valuable traditional technique of making khokhuur and fermenting Airag to daily use at least in core areas where live most of Airag making communities.

In framework of the project the Foundation in collaboration with local communities and authorities of such Airag making provinces as Bulgan, Dundgobi, Arkhangai, Dendgobi, Tuv organized attractive and intensive campaign titled as "Let’s make Best Khokhuur and Tasty Airag" among Airag making families and soums (last administrative unit in Mongolia).

During the campaign various seminars and workshops were organized for training practitioners and bearers of traditional technique of making khokhuur and Airag, research works, meetings with different stakeholders and created books, video films and other education materials, but main parts of it were the Contest “Let’s make Best Khokhuur and Tasty Airag” and the Show-Festival as a result of campaign and contest. For the year 2015, the Steering Committee of the Campaign has arranged enriched programs for involving as many families and practitioners as possible, broadly distributing introduction materials of the Campaign and conditions of Contest and so on.

One of the families which was actively involved in the campaign and participated in the Contest is called Saikhanbileg’s. This family belongs to what was nowadays known as Bayan-Ondor soum, Ovorkhangai province. His wife Gundegmna is famous in her homeland for her method of making airag in khokhuur, lives in a group of gers with her mother, husband and children, passing on the tradition of making "Unkhahn khokhuur" brand of Airag.

Knowledge and skills of making airag and khokhuur are orally and visually passed down from generation to generation through home-practicing by family members. From a tender age, children witness and learn the processes of caring horses, tethering foals, milking mares, churning airag and making a khokhuur from their elders. Since Saikhanbileg’s use khokhuur for three generations they enjoy the best of khokhuur and drink the best of Airag. Their sons wake up early and ride out to round up their horses which spent the night out in the country, they greet the sun rising in the steppe and enjoy the life of a horse herders and meet the new morning of their lives. This simple life, smell of dried cow dung fire, enclosure that smells of livestock has become living witness to this unique culture and inimitable way of life of Mongol herders. Mongols who utilize everything from the animals except their breath, make milk buckets and khokhuur for Airag themselves. Gundegmna learned these skills helping her parents. Their family was famous for making khokhuur in their homeland and they lined them from the northern side of the Ger along the lattice wall to the entrance and made Airag in them. They still make and use their "Unkhahn khokhuur" brand of khokhuur.

The preparation of making and khokhuur is one of the oldest branches of Mongolian traditional handicraft. Venerable Sainbileg and his wife have made five cowhide khokhuur this year. His sons participate in this process each with their own roles. Animal skin becomes the best material for khokhuur. Since the skin breathes itself and with the help of this air exchange airag, and milk inside ferments and always remains fresh. Herders who have used the big cow for their winter food keep the hide, soak it and scrape off the outside hair and prepare to turn it into a white flexible leather.

Many herder’s families such as Sainbileg’s family participated in the Campaign and Contest replacing plastic vessels with cowhide khokhuur and enjoying really tasty and sparkling Airag. Mare’s Airag plays an essential and honorable role during the various ceremonies, rituals and Naadam celebrations. During Naadam celebrations days the dignitaries and honorable guests are served with aromatic and best Airag which is made in khokhuur and brought from different families who make famous and tasty Airag. A sparkling Airag is sprinkled down the head of winning swift horses and present cup of Airag to the winning
wrestlers and winners-children jockeys.

There fore, organizers of the Campaign have decided to hold the Show-Festival as a result of Campaign and Contest under title: “Let's make Best Khokhuur and Tasty Airag” in honor of the Great Dansgh Naadam dedicated to the commemoration of the 380th anniversary of Undur Gegen Zanabazar, First Bogdo, First religious Leader and Mongolian Great enlightener. The Dansgh Naadam was held on the 25th July 2015 near the ancient Kharakhorum, Capital City of Mongol Empire, in Kharakhorum soum of Uburkhangai province which is famous for its best Airag.

On the eve of Great Dansgh Naadam the opening ceremony of the Show-Festival of Airag was held which was well attended by representatives from almost all provinces and soums of Mongolia who came to enjoy the Great Dansgh Naadam and Tasty Airag.

In order to participate in the Show-Festival of Airag and the Contest came more than 60 Airag making families from 25 soums of 3 provinces. Each family brought with them their own Ger (Mongolian felt shelter) in which they displayed their cowhide khokhuur with Airag, Airag related equipments and objects with various decorations and meanings. About 60 gers were erected in big circle in the middle of which participants performed odes, benedictions, rituals, practices, dances and games associated with Airag and sung long song with cup of Airag in hands and so on. Approximately 3500 people including foreign tourists and guests watched the Show-festival of Airag and selection process of the Contest. Happy local women accustomed to welcome the guests with cups full of Airag during that day have been taken care that their cups are always filled. Nowadays, such custom of hospitality is broadly used during visits of the foreign guests and tourists to Mongolian families of herders or Naadam festivals for introducing nomadic tradition and lifestyle. In such ways Mongolian Airag greatly contributes to the mutual respect and kind relationships not only among local communities but among different ethnic groups and people of different nations. During the festival special jury judged through the degustation of all Airags brought from families for selecting best Airags. The jury also selected the best khokhuur and Airag related equipments, best expressions and presentations of rituals, ceremonies and other ICH elements associated with Airag.

After this project has implemented, the consumption of Airag fenmented only in khokhuur has obviously been increasing and many Airag making families have replaced plastic vessels with nice khokhuur and this has been resulting also in increasing of revenues of families from selling good quality Airag.

Additionally, the documentary (30 minutes) titled as “Traditional technique of making Airag in khokhuur” has created under auspices of ICHCAP and the UNESCO accredited NGO in Mongolia - Foundation for Protection of Cultural and Natural Heritage, between 2016 and 2018.

IN VolvEmENt OF COmmUNItIES, PrACTITIONERS And ReLaTed NGos

Within the frame of the registration and inventorying done by the National Center for Cultural Heritage between 2010 and 2016, the center has organized several meetings, seminars, field researches and festivals with practitioners, bearers, local people, and Local Administrations for supporting the nomination file “Traditional technique of making Airag in khokhuur, and its associated customs”. In the frame of the preparation of the nomination file, the free, prior and informed consent were written by the practitioners and bearers of this heritage element and have sent to the Secretariat with nomination file. Following practitioners and bearers of “Traditional technique of making Airag in khokhuur, and its associated customs” have gave their free, prior and informed consent to the nomination file.

Consents are able to see here the following links.
1. Consents from Ovorkhangai, Bulgan and Arkhangai provinces.
2. Consents from Dundgovi province and Ulanbatar city.

IN VoLvEmENt OF COmmUNItIES, BEArERS AnD NGos IN UPDATING PROCEss OF INvEntORY

The preservation of airag-making techniques has been a community-based effort. The all processes of active and free involvements of communities, groups, individual bearers is vividly shown in the documentary film submitted with nomination dossier. The proposed safeguarding measures have been discussed and planned through numerous consultations and will be implemented by community based NGO’s, along with the national and local governments and other stakeholders.

In the future, preservation associations, supported by local municipalities, will continue to play leading roles for the implementation of the proposed safeguarding measures.

Activities such as successor training, holding workshops, exhibitions and other public events, documentation and publication on Airag have been planned and organized by the members of community based NGOs by themselves. These activities have been undertaken with the assistance provided by the national and local governments. Each preservation association will continue their efforts and the national and local governments will further offer various supports for the safeguarding and transmission of the skills required to produce the necessary equipment and tools. Compiling inventories and offering various advice related to the safeguarding and transmission of the traditional techniques for making Airag will be promoted.

Practitioners and bearers of the “Traditional technique of making Airag in Khokhuur and its associated customs” are living in the several soums of Arkhangai, Bulgan, Dundgovi, Tov and Ovorkhangai provinces (indicated on the map). These bearers and practitioners who included in this inventory are the masters in making of Airag in khokhuur, and well respected in their living area.

It will take time to register those hundreds of practitioners and bearers of “Traditional technique of making Airag in khokhuur and its associated customs”, since they do this practice within their family, and every family herding the horses for making an Airag. As of 2017, total 40 master practitioners and bearers were registered in the State registration and information database of cultural heritage as a result of registration and inventorying work done by the initial unit of registration in the soum and province level. Below the map, the green marks will show the distribution of master practitioners and bearers who are accepted and respected in their living area with making of Airag (according to the registration and inventorying in the state registration and information database of cultural heritage). The yellow marks will show the places recognized with Airag in khokhuur in territory of Mongolia.
The list of the master practitioners and bearers of Traditional technique of making of Airag in khokhuur and its associated customs.

REGISTRATION OF AIRAG AND KHOKHUUR MAKING PRACTITIONERS

/Between 2010 and 2018/

The traditional technique of making Airag in Khokhur and making of Khokhur, both included in the domain "Social practices, rituals and estive events" and "Traditional craftsmanship" of Mongolia. As of 2018, total of 232 practitioners of which 226 are airag making practitioners and 101 are khokhur making practitioners have been registered in the State Registration and Information Database of Cultural Heritage from the Arkhangai, Ovorkhangai, Dundgovi, Omnogovi, Tov and Bayan-Olgii provinces, which are recognized in Mongolia as places where the Airag was originated. Besides making airag in khokhur, some of these practitioners are making khokhur as well.

The result of survey taken on airag and khokhur making practitioners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Province names</th>
<th>Number of practitioners of making airag</th>
<th>Number of practitioners of making khokhur</th>
<th>Total practitioners /including both practitioners of making airag and khokhur/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Arkhangai</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bayankhongor</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bayan-Olgii</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dundgovi</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Omnogobi</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ovorkhangai</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>226</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The information of practitioners and bearers of "Traditional technique of making Airag in khokhur and its associated customs" have extracted from the data collected from the registration and inventory of ICH elements and its bearers, sent by the initial units of the registration and information database of cultural heritage at soum/province level to the State registration and information database of cultural heritage, in between 2010 and 2018. According to the Para 20.1, 20.2, 20.3, 20.4 and 20.5 of "Protection Law on Cultural Heritage", the initial unit of registration and information database of cultural heritage at soum and province level has to send the registration and inventory to the Registration and Information State Database of Cultural Heritage.

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS


Mongolian traditional food reflects the nomadic way of life. It is divided into milk or white products, meat or red products, and vegetable or green products. During summer and autumn, Mongols prefer to consume a variety of dairy products from the milk of live livestock animals. Dairy products are generally produced by boiling, fermenting, distilling, brewing, extracting, separating or drying.

Before making felt, the family determines the proper day to make a felt and announces it to neighbors, relatives and friends in their vicinity. The family who is going to make felt prepares fermented mare's milk and other dairy products, and butchers a sheep for those who are going to assist in felt making. The previously made sample felt is laid on the ground with well-grown grass. Three layers of wool are alternately laid and spread out on the sample felt and each layer is evenly sprinkled with water. After the third layer, the layers of wool along with the sample felt are wrapped around the pole. This roll of wool is then covered with soaked hide and tightly bound together with rope. Two men on horseback then pull the roll...
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Ulaanbaatar 2015

Соэлвн лавлах товчоон

Ц.Жаргалсайхан

уламжлалт сулжих урдал Монголын уран хатгалын нэгэн евермен төрөл зүйл нь олон терийн утсан сулжээ юм. Монголчууд уран сулжмэлийн артавар малгайн сэмин, дээлний тойча, эхээр хүний хавтага, зууд хэрэглэгчимэгэн гоёл чимэглэн зориулахавар ерөнг хэрэглэж ирсэн уламжлалтай. Сулыжээ, зангилааны цахилгын сулжээ, хурган чих, туулжин зангилаа, аман хүзүү өмгөт олон нэгийн төрөл байдаг ажээ.

уламжлалт хоол хүнс бэлтгэх арга ухаан Ардын мэдээ; арга ухааны нэгэн бүрэн дээдсүүл дагаар нь монголччүүд бүрхүүчлэг

ХОЛБОО БАРИХ ХАЯГ:
Сөбәлүн нөөгий бүртгэл, сүүлдэггүй газар: 
Дээт: М.Цэднэмбүрэж
Утас: 70110677, И-хий: coh@monheritage.mn
Сөбәлүн нөөгий төрөл газар: засагт
Албах төрөл газар: Д.Миндзорж
Утас: 91065515, И-хий: coh@monheritage.mn
"Неуруржай айырға ісгах зәң үйл"
Монголд нийтээс "Гурван зууны хуур"-т бичжээ. Уламжил тийнээс дуудлага нь дэлгэцэн, амтлагч нь амьдрахад дагалдсан байна. Баруун хэсэгт нийтээс "Гурван зууны хуур"-д бичжээ. Уламжил бичихийг амжилттай бичиж, дуудлага бүхий байдлыг дагалдан дагалдан зөвлөхөөр баримтаж байна. Энэ нийлүүлэх нь амьдралын бага нөлөөг нь амьдралын тээврийг бүтэн хэрэглэнэ. Одоо нь "Гурван зууны хуур"-д бичиж, дуудлага бүхий байдлыг дагалдан зөвлөхөөр баримтаж байна.
о.о.пр. ылт айкелгелгөөсү үү айдүү көпөө өрөө нүүткүү амдырмалас хош байдал ныйял былкага хөткөн ылысуу өзгүүрүн айрағ. түүндүк сөзбөлөөсөн үүлүү, мени менен окумалар ӣыздан буудаг ташуулган аркылдый өзчөөсөн 4 үлүрөн өзгүүрүн айраглар уйчылган өчүн айкелгечөөн нышык үлүрүү үүд айкылгасы кызсың ылбагы хамылаал, түүгөн ылттагынан шак зар дөйгөн түүкөн өчүүн айып төрүүлүү, бусус соодун уйн эчкөрүү, көзгөк эчкөрөнүгө көзгөк үүлүү кызсың шөрөг болбок байна.

Өнөккөнүн айкелгөөнүн бүтүн сөзүнү 2012 ылдагы айкелгөөн кызсың "Алуны байыр"-дүү айкелгөө болгон эчкөрөн үлүүлүк байна. Эчкөрүү ылт айкелгелгөөдү ормоо, бузайып, айраг, айраг түшүнүк, саакан айрағ, жылуу саа, жетө оор көрүү, хоос мөмөл үшүнүп көрөөө ызар үрөндөө, кызсың эчкөрөнүгө байттагык байна.


Булгач айкелгөөн Мөөд сүңүүн өчүн өчүнүн ылысгаалыч ыл, "Намырын косгон зардап", "зарыл чусу", "Жатайы бусунун ылысгаалуу худалдагы" ызар томоскон армгө худалдаанды өчүн чөөдөө өчүнүрүү "Орсон нүүткүү шыныдагы бөлөө бүтөгөлдөөкү", "Хатынын бусунун шыныдагы бүтөгөлдөөкүн", шөмүр, өрөкмөл, мүнөрүн үшүнүп өчүнүрүүлөө.

Хол булгач, өчүнүн ылысгаалыч, ТББ-күй оролдоо

Соодун өчүнүн көпкөө 2010-2016 ылы лыксын бүтөлөөлөөдөө кызсың хүрөл айкелгөө "Жекерүүн айраг исалзын үүл"-күй ЮНЕСКО-гийн Хүн тереккчүлүк ТББ-күй төрөлкөлүк кызыктуулуктан бүтөлөөлөөлө өчүн кыжаны кызыктуулукта, өчүнүн ылысгаалыч, холбоогдоо ТББ-күй көмөкчөлүп үйлөөгө семинар, өчүнүн сөзбөлөө, мөөддөг эчкөрөнүк бөлөөлөө.

Өчүнүн ылысгаалыч, хом булгач кэлдөөлөөнчө чөлыктүү, ырдчылык кызыктылык кэзеберлөөгө айкелгөө жөндөөлөөнчө материалдык хамд ЕНБУ-доо көпөө гараб күрүүлөө.

ЮНЕСКО-күйнІ Үйрөнүүлөөнгө кызыктуулукта шаардылык кызыктуулук ТББ-күй төрөлкөлүк "Айраг исалзын үүл"-күй бүтөлөөлөөля түүкөн ызыктоорын өчүн ылысгаалычкын жөндөө көпкөө.

Хол булгач, өчүнүн ылысгаалыч, ТББ-күй чөлөөт, ырдчылык кызыктылык кэзебердөө дар жөндөө сөзкөө кызыктоорын
1. Зөвлөсөл (Архангийн, Булган, Архангийн өйрөн)

2. Зөвлөсөл (Улаанбаатар хот, Дундэгэл өйрөн)

Бүртгэл судалгааг бажиулахад ажилд гэм булаа, өөрөө уламжлагч, ТББ-ын оролцоо.

Занхуу бүртгэлд хамарсанаа “Хөвгүүрийн айраг иргээн зөөлөн уул үндсэн уламжлагч өчүү, Булган Дүндөө, Төв, Булганыгийн өөрөөлөгчийг сүүлдээ байдал болбага өөрөө уламжлагчийн бүртгэл судалгааг баахардах зөвлөсөн зөвлөөрөө уламжлагчийн үүр үүлэн нутагт гүйцсэн зөвлөөрөө дээд тухайн хоолын куулз, хэрхэн хүнсэн, хүнсэн үйлчилгээг, бүтөөлгөө айлын бүрэн айраг иргээнд урсах ёсны зохицуулалтын урчил бүгд нь гаргаж өгсөн бүртгэл болон хоомий.

Хөвгүүрийн айраг иргээн зөөлөн уул үндсэн уламжлагчдын шилдэг тэгээдлүүлэн яграас

### Айраг иргээн болон хөвгүүр урдадаг өөрөө уламжлагчдын бүртгэл

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Айрагийн нэрс</th>
<th>Айраг иргээн зөөлөн уламжлагчийн тоо</th>
<th>Хөвгүүр урдадаг өөрөө уламжлагчийн тоо</th>
<th>Дүн (даяардах тоогоо)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Архангийн</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Баянчүүлээр</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Баян-Болгиийн</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Дүндөө</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Эмнегээр</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Эрдэнэхүү</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Нийт дүн</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ХОЛБОО БАРИХ ХЯЯГ:

Сөйлөлтөөсөөс бүртгэл, судалгааны газар:

Дүнг: М. Цэцэнбатуу
Улсс: 7011087/8, И-тай: cch@monheritage.mn

Сөйлөлтөөсээ бүртгэл сагсан засварлалын газар:

Алтая, сагсан засварлал, Д. Нямдорж
Улсс: 91005515, И-тай: cch@monheritage.mn